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Understanding how materials that catalyse the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) function is essential for the development
of efficient energy-storage technologies. The traditional understanding of the OER mechanism on metal oxides involves
four concerted proton–electron transfer steps on metal-ion centres at their surface and product oxygen molecules derived
from water. Here, using in situ 18O isotope labelling mass spectrometry, we provide direct experimental evidence that the
O2 generated during the OER on some highly active oxides can come from lattice oxygen. The oxides capable of lattice-
oxygen oxidation also exhibit pH-dependent OER activity on the reversible hydrogen electrode scale, indicating non-
concerted proton–electron transfers in the OER mechanism. Based on our experimental data and density functional theory
calculations, we discuss mechanisms that are fundamentally different from the conventional scheme and show that
increasing the covalency of metal–oxygen bonds is critical to trigger lattice-oxygen oxidation and enable non-concerted
proton–electron transfers during OER.

Activating the anionic redox chemistry of oxygen in metal
oxides, on the surface and in bulk, can provide exciting
opportunities for the design of materials in clean-energy

and environmental applications. Such chemistry, which involves
the formation of bulk peroxo-like (O2)

n− species1, has been
shown to be important in applications such as catalysing the
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in photoelectrochemical water
splitting2–6, regenerative fuel cells7,8, rechargeable metal–air
batteries and storing energy in lithium-ion battery materials9,10.
In this Article we demonstrate that enabling the oxidation of
lattice oxygen in highly covalent metal oxides during the OER
can enhance OER activity and trigger non-concerted proton–
electron transfer.

The current understanding of the OER mechanism on metal
oxides11,12, which is largely drawn from studies on metal surfaces13,
involves four concerted proton–electron transfer steps on surface
metal-ion centres, yielding pH-independent activity on the revers-
ible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale14. With this mechanism, high
OER activities can be obtained by optimizing the binding strength
of reaction intermediates on surfaces (neither too strong nor too
weak)11,12, and this is supported by experimental findings that the
OER activities of oxides in basic solution (the O2/H2O couple:
4OH−→O2 + 2H2O + 4e−) correlate with oxide electronic structure
parameters such as the estimated eg occupancy of surface transition-
metal ions15. However, this conventional mechanism—centred on
the redox chemistry of the metal cation—has been challenged by
a few observations in recent years. First, some highly active oxides
exhibit pH-dependent OER activity on the RHE scale16–18,
suggesting that non-concerted proton–electron transfers participate
in catalysing the OER14. Second, changing the bulk oxide electronic
structure, for example, increasing the oxygen 2p-band centre
(defined relative to the Fermi level)19,20 and metal–oxygen

hybridization15,21, has been correlated with enhanced OER activities
in perovskites, highlighting the role of bulk electronic structure in
catalysing OER kinetics19,22,23. Third, mass spectrometry measure-
ments of oxides stable in bulk during OER, such as NiCo2O4 in
basic solution24, IrO2 (ref. 25) and RuO2 (ref. 26,27) in acid, and
Co-Pi (ref. 28) in neutral solutions, reveal that the evolved oxygen
molecules can come not only from water molecules but also from
the oxide29–31.

In this study, we provide, for the first time, direct experimental
evidence for the involvement of lattice oxygen redox chemistry in
the OER mechanisms within the perovskite family. On-line
electrochemical mass spectrometry (OLEMS) measurements of
18O-labelled perovskites reveal that the oxidation of lattice oxygen
occurs during the OER for highly covalent oxides such as
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ , for which up to 37 monolayers of
oxides (∼14 nm) can be involved during the OER process, but not
for the less covalent LaCoO3. Moreover, highly covalent oxides
exhibit pH-dependent OER activities (on the RHE scale), whereas
LaCoO3 shows the pH-independent OER activity expected from
the conventional OER mechanism. In light of these findings, we
discuss potential OER mechanisms that are fundamentally different
from the conventional scheme, which involve redox reactions of
lattice oxygen and non-concerted proton–electron transfer steps
to explain the lattice oxygen oxidation and the pH-dependent
OER activity observed with highly covalent and active catalysts.

Results and discussion
Evidence of lattice oxygen oxidation during OER. Here, we
compare the participation of lattice oxygen oxidation in the OER
among LaCoO3, La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ (that is,
double perovskite PrBaCo2O5+δ) and SrCoO3−δ. It is of particular
interest to examine the role of metal–oxygen covalency on the
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participation of lattice oxygen oxidation in the OER. Density
functional theory (DFT) studies19,20 have shown that substituting
trivalent ions such as La3+ with divalent ions such as Sr2+ on the
A-site of the perovskite structure (ABO3) moves the Fermi level
closer to the computed O 2p-band centre, which is accompanied
by a reduced energy gap between the metal 3d and O 2p-band
centres (Fig. 1a), in agreement with work by Cheng and
co-authors32. As the Fermi level moves down in energy and closer
to the O 2p states from LaCoO3 to SrCoO3, the antibonding states
below the Fermi level exhibit greater oxygen character, indicative
of greater covalency of the metal–oxygen bond33. Similar
hybridization has been reported for layered metal chalcogenides34,
perovskite-like cuprates35 and layered LixCoO2 (x = ∼0)36. The
oxidation of lattice oxygen in the perovskites becomes
thermodynamically favourable when O 2p states at the perovskite
Fermi level lie above the redox energy of the O2/H2O couple, as
shown in Fig. 1b. Lattice oxygen oxidation is fundamentally
different from oxygen intercalation (oxygen vacancy filling via
ACoO3−δ + 2δOH−→ACoO3 + δH2O + 2δe−) upon the oxidation
of oxygen-deficient perovskites in an alkaline electrolyte37–39,
which is driven by the energy difference between the H2O/H2

redox couple and the Co 3d states at the Fermi level of
oxides (Fig. 1b).

OLEMS was used to detect the participation of lattice oxygen
oxidation in the OER catalysed by these Co-based perovskites
with different metal–oxygen covalency. LaCoO3, La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ ,
Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ were prepared by conventional
solid-state synthesis (see Methods). These oxides are stable in
bulk during OER, in contrast to Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ , which
becomes amorphous during OER40,41. In this work, we assert that
oxides are not stable in bulk during OER, when considerable amor-
phization and loss of metal ions for oxide particles following OER
are clearly discernable using transmission electron microscopy
and associated spectroscopy, as reported previously40,41. This defi-
nition is different from the thermodynamic instability of oxides
described in previous work42, which indicates that oxides are for-
mally unstable when interfacing with aqueous electrolytes free of
metal cations. Here, the oxide particles were dispersed on a gold
disk electrode and labelled with 18O by potentiostatic holding at
1.6 V versus Au in H2

18O-labelled 0.1 M KOH solution for 10 min
(see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 19). After rinsing with 16O
water to remove H2

18O, OLEMS measurements were performed on
these oxide electrodes in a 0.1 M KOH solution of H2

16O using
cyclic voltammetry (CV). The OER activities of these oxides on

Au during OLEMS (Supplementary Fig. 1) were found to be
similar to those measured by rotating disk electrode (RDE)
measurements on glassy carbon (Supplementary Fig. 2), which are
also consistent with those reported previously19,40,41. Oxygen gas
of different molecular weights generated during OER was measured
in situ by mass spectroscopy, where the signal for mass-to-charge
ratio m/z = 32 represents 32O2 (16O16O), m/z = 34 represents
34O2 (16O18O) and m/z = 36 represents 36O2 (

18O18O). The signal
of m/z = 34 was normalized by the signal of m/z = 32 to account
for natural isotopic abundance (∼0.2%). This normalized signal of
m/z = 34 to m/z = 32 and the mass signal of m/z = 36 collected
from the OER in the first cycle are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respect-
ively. As the signals of m/z = 32 detected by OLEMS include both
molecular oxygen formed during the OER and oxygen from ambient
air, the ratio of OER current involving m/z = 34 and m/z = 36 to
that with m/z = 32 could not be quantified in this study.

Neither normalizedm/z = 34 (Fig. 2a) nor m/z = 36 (Fig. 2b) was
detected during the OER for LaCoO3, indicating there was no
oxygen from the LaCoO3 lattice in the molecular oxygen evolved.
For La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ and Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ, the normalized m/z = 34
rose slightly above the natural abundance of 18O (Fig. 2a), and
small signals of m/z = 36 were detected at 1.6 V versus RHE and
above (Fig. 2b), indicating successful 18O labelling and the involve-
ment of lattice oxygen in the OER. Of significance, lattice oxygen
oxidation during the OER measured from SrCoO3−δ was more
pronounced than that for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , as both the normalized
m/z = 34 andm/z = 36 signals detected from SrCoO3−δ were greater,
with lower onset voltages (1.5 V versus RHE and greater), as shown
in Fig. 2. The detection of 16O18O during the OER (one oxygen from
the electrolyte and the other from the oxide lattice) as well as 18O18O
(two oxygens from the oxide lattice) requires the oxidation of lattice
oxygen from metal oxides and the formation of oxygen vacancies
during the OER. The release of 16O16O, 16O18O and 18O18O for
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ , which are
stable in bulk during OER, differs from those for catalysts that are
amorphized in bulk under OER, such as Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ

(refs 40,41), where 16O16O and 18O18O are released independently
of the potential in the negative sweep (Supplementary Figs 1 and 3).
The amount of 18O detected during the OER was used to estimate
the number of monolayers, or thickness normal to the (001)
surface, in the cubic perovskite structure involved in the OER
for LaCoO3, La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ

(Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4). The
minimum oxide thickness involved during OER was estimated to
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be ∼0.5 nm for LaCoO3, indicating a surface OER process. In con-
trast, the minimum thicknesses estimated for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ ,
Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ were ∼0.7, 1.5 and 14 nm, respect-
ively, demonstrating the participation of oxygen from the oxides in
the OER. Having considerable oxygen originating from oxides
participating in the OER is not surprising, considering that the
bulk diffusion of oxygen ions at room temperature can be large
(for example, D̃O ≈ 10−11 cm2 s−1 for SrCoO3−δ)38. The physical
origin of the oxidation of lattice oxygen can be attributed to a
shift of the Fermi level deeper into the O 2p band. When the
O2/H2O redox potential aligns with the energy corresponding to
the O 2p states of the oxide, holes are created in the oxygen band,
which can allow oxidized oxygen ions to form (O2)

n− species,
analogous to anionic redox of chalcogenides34 and/or molecular
oxygen33 (leaving oxygen vacancies behind). The more O2 generated
during OER, the greater the value for 18O/16O (Supplementary
Fig. 5), indicating that the amount of lattice oxygen detected
during the OER process depends on the position of the O 2p
states relative to the Fermi level and correlates with the OER activity
for this family of oxides.

The participation of lattice oxygen oxidation in the OER for
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ highlights a fun-
damental mechanistic shift from the conventional OER mechanism
involving four concerted proton–electron-transfer steps on surface
metal ions11,12. The lattice oxygen oxidation found in the OER in
this study is distinct from the participation of active vacancy sites
in the OER43 or the oxygen intercalation reaction in oxygen-
deficient oxides37–39, which largely involve the redox of the cation
and do not form O–O bonds involving metal oxide lattice oxygen.
As previous work shows that La0.8Sr0.2CoO3−δ and La0.6Sr0.4CoO3−δ

exhibit pH-dependent OER activity on the RHE scale16,17, we
investigate in the following whether the participation of lattice
oxygen oxidation in the OER is associated with non-concerted
proton–electron transfer processes14, giving rise to pH-dependent
OER activity.

pH-dependent OER kinetics. Oxides that exhibited the oxidation
of lattice oxygen during the OER (that is, La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ ,
Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ; Fig. 2) were found to have
pH-dependent OER kinetics on the RHE scale (Fig. 3 and
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Figure 2 | Direct evidence of lattice oxygen oxidation involved in the OER of 18O-labelled perovskites. Data were measured in 0.1 M KOH by OLEMS at a
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32O2 ratios, where the straight lines correspond to the natural abundance of 18O of 0.2%. The arrows
indicate forward and backward scans. b, 36O2 signal. All data were taken from the first cycle (data from the second cycle are provided in Supplementary Fig. 1).
34O2 but not

36O2 was detected in the cathodic sweep at potentials where there is no OER activity. The origin of this is not understood. We speculate that
chemical processes triggered by OER with lattice oxygen participation might be responsible for the evolution of 34O2 in the cathodic sweep, but further
studies are needed.
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Supplementary Figs 6,7,8), while LaCoO3 without any lattice oxygen
oxidation exhibited pH-independent OER kinetics. RHE was used
as the reference electrode to ensure that the OER overpotential
with respect to the equilibrium O2/H2O redox potential remained
identical across different values of pH (ref. 17). The pH
dependence of OER activity on the RHE scale indicates the
presence of non-concerted proton–electron transfer steps during
the OER, where the rate-limiting step is either a proton transfer
step or preceded by acid/base equilibrium14,17. OER currents from
CV measurements were found to increase with increasing pH for
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ , but remained
unchanged for LaCoO3, as shown in Fig. 3a. The intrinsic OER
activities of LaCoO3, La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and
SrCoO3−δ , as estimated by either the surface-area-normalized
current at 1.55 V versus RHE (Fig. 3b) or the OER potential at
0.2 mA cmoxide

−2 (Supplementary Fig. 6) from CV and galvanostatic
measurements, are compared as a function of pH. The specific
OER activities of these oxides, with error bars, are presented in
Supplementary Figs 7 and 8. Greater metal–oxygen covalency
(Fig. 1) and lattice oxygen oxidation (Fig. 2) correlates with
increasing OER activity, which is most evident at pH 14 (Fig. 3b).
Significantly, SrCoO3−δ was found to have OER activity
approximately three times greater than that of Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ

(ref. 19), one of the most active and stable oxides previously
reported for the OER.

Both CV and galvanostatic measurements show that the intrinsic
OER activity of LaCoO3 is independent of pH, while those
for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ are pH-
dependent (increasing the pH from 12.5 to 14 led to greater intrinsic
OER activities by one order of magnitude). Interestingly, the specific
OER currents measured from CV can be consistently higher than
those from galvanostatic measurements. This difference can be

attributed to the contribution from oxygen intercalation following
the oxidation of Co3+ ions (as evidenced by the redox peak at
∼1.2 V versus RHE in Supplementary Fig. 9) in oxygen-deficient
perovskites37–39 to the OER current measured from CV (measured
over minutes), which is negligible in galvanostatic measurements
(with much lower rates, measured over hours). This argument is
further supported by the fact that the difference in the OER activity
between CV and galvanostatic measurements increases with
increasing charge associated with oxygen vacancy filling of the
oxides before OER (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 10). Therefore,
galvanostatic measurements provide a more accurate measure of
OER activity than CV.

OERmechanisms with lattice oxygen oxidation. The conventional
OER mechanism11,12 on surface metal sites (Fig. 4a and
Supplementary Fig. 11) catalyses OER on the oxide surface, which
cannot evolve more than ∼0.4 nm of 18O during OER after
18O-labelling. The observed 18O released in the OER for
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ, Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ can be attributed
to oxide lattice participation greater than ∼0.4 nm, which cannot
be explained by the traditional OER mechanism. In addition, this
traditional mechanism with concerted proton–electron transfer
cannot explain the pH-dependent OER activity on the above
oxides. Therefore, mechanisms that are fundamentally different
from the conventional scheme11,12 are needed to explain the
involvement of lattice oxygen oxidation (34O2 and/or

36O2 detected)
in the OER for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ , and SrCoO3−δ ,
as well as their pH-dependent OER kinetics. Conversely, given the
absence of lattice oxygen oxidation and pH-independent OER
kinetics observed for LaCoO3, the OER kinetics on LaCoO3 can be
explained by the conventional concerted proton–electron transfer
mechanism on surface cobalt sites (Fig. 4a)11,12. Considering the
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cobalt sites of the (001) CoO2 surface, the computed free energies of
concerted proton–electron transfer steps show that the O–O bond
formation (step 2 in Fig. 4a) is rate-limiting for LaCoO3, in
agreement with previous works11,44. Increasing metal–oxygen
covalency from LaCoO3 to SrCoO3 was found to promote OER

kinetics on the metal sites in this concerted mechanism (Fig. 4b),
as indicated by the lowered potential needed for all steps
becoming thermodynamically downhill.

We next discuss reaction schemes involving the oxidation of
lattice oxygen and concerted proton–electron transfers to explain
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36O2 (h) with pH-dependent OER activity, with electron-transfer steps in yellow, proton-transfer steps in green and charged intermediates accommodated
by metal ion valence changes.
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the detection of 34O2 and
36O2, which will be further modified to

include decoupled proton–electron transfers to explain the observed
pH-dependent OER activities. The formation of 34O2 can be
explained by charge transfer steps on surface oxygen sites. One
likely mechanism is shown in Fig. 4c, though other possibilities
may exist. The first three steps on surface oxygen sites are concerted
proton–electron transfers analogous to those on metal sites in
Fig. 4a; these are followed by a chemical step to produce molecular
34O2 (

16O18O) and an oxygen vacancy, and a subsequent concerted
proton–electron transfer step to regenerate the O–M–OH surface.
Increasing metal–oxygen covalency from LaCoO3 to SrCoO3 pro-
motes OER activity for the surface oxygen sites, as is evident from
the lower computed potential necessary for all reaction steps to
become thermodynamically favourable (Fig. 4d). The computed
thermodynamic OER potential on surface oxygen sites of SrCoO3

is comparable to that on surface Co sites (Fig. 4b), suggesting that
both can be active for OER. In contrast, surface Co sites (Fig. 4b)
of LaCoO3 are more active than surface oxygen sites, suggesting
that surface Co sites govern the OER activity. Note that the rate-
limiting step of OER on LaCoO3 was found to be different from that
for SrCoO3, where O–O bond formation on surface metal and
oxygen sites (step 2 in Fig. 4a,c) and OH− adsorption onto surface
metal and oxygen sites (step 1 in Fig. 4a,c) limits the OER kinetics of
LaCoO3 andSrCoO3, respectively (Fig. 4d). IncreasingCo–Ocovalency
from LaCoO3 to SrCoO3 is associated with moving the oxide Fermi
level below the O2/H2O redox energy (Fig. 1b); the oxide surface
becomes more negatively charged when equilibrated with the electro-
lyte and preferentially acts as a Brønsted base, making deprotonation
by OH− more difficult for Sr-substituted LaCoO3 (ref. 45).

The formation of 36O2, most pronounced for SrCoO3−δ , requires
the formation of an 18O–18O bond from two surface oxygen ions of
the oxide. Although other possibilities may exist (Supplementary
Fig. 12), a likely mechanism is shown in Fig. 4e. The mechanism
consists of two chemical steps, which create an O–O bond, then a
molecular oxygen from lattice oxygen sites via the formation of
two oxygen vacancies (steps 2 and 3 in Fig. 4e). The remaining
steps of the mechanism involve four concerted proton–electron
transfers—two for regenerating the surface oxygen sites and two
associated with deprotonating surface oxygen ions. DFT calcu-
lations show that the chemical step to form an O–O bond and an
oxygen vacancy from surface oxygen ions of SrCoO3 is thermodyna-
mically favourable (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 13). On the other

hand, the O–O bond formation from two surface oxygen ions of
LaCoO3 is energetically unfavourable (Fig. 4f), which is consistent
with previous findings that the energy penalty associated with
oxygen vacancy formation increases with moving the Fermi level
away from the O 2p-band centre20 (Supplementary Fig. 14) and
the absence of lattice oxygen oxidation on LaCoO3.

The pH-dependent OER activities on the RHE scale observed for
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and SrCoO3−δ require the
decoupling of some proton transfers from electron transfers in the
reaction schemes in Fig. 4c,e. Two likely reaction schemes are
proposed in Fig. 4g,h. It is postulated here that the rate-limiting
step in the concerted mechanism (Fig. 4c,e)—deprotonation of
hydroxyl groups O–Mn+–OH +OH−→O–M(n−1)+–O +H2O
(highlighted in green)—has become non-concerted and decoupled
from subsequent electron transfer during the evolution of molecular
oxygen, O–M(n−1)+–OO→O–Mn+–□ +O2 + e− (highlighted in
yellow). Nevertheless, we emphasize that decoupling of proton
and electron transfers can also occur in other reaction steps in
these OER mechanisms, and, ultimately, the pKa of such surface
deprotonation determines the step that is responsible for the
overall pH-dependent kinetics14,46.

The proposed rate-limiting step for the OER kinetics of oxides
with strong covalency, that is, the deprotonation of surface hydroxyl
groups, is supported by the remarkably different kinetics of galvano-
static oxidation of brownmillerite SrCoO3−δ (SrCoO3−δ +2δOH

−→
SrCoO3 + δH2O + 2δe−) in Ar-saturated and O2-saturated 1 M
KOH, as shown in Fig. 5. Galvanostatic oxidation of brownmillerite
SrCoO3−δ in O2-saturated 1 M KOH led to the well-known plateau47

of oxygen intercalation, whereas oxidation with Ar saturation exhib-
ited no clear plateau of oxygen intercalation. Oxygen vacancy filling
into SrCoO3−δ is driven by the energy difference between the H2O/
H2 redox couple and the Co 3d states at the Fermi level of oxides
(Fig. 5, inset), which should not be influenced by Ar or O2 satur-
ation in the electrolyte. The kinetics of the oxygen filling of
SrCoO3−δ oxygen vacancies in Ar-saturated electrolyte can be attrib-
uted to the slow deprotonation kinetics of surface hydroxyl groups,
which is needed to intercalate oxygen ions into the oxide lattice. As
our DFT calculations show that filling vacancies with O* is more
favourable than filling with OH* on the Co-terminated (001)
surface of brownmillerite (−0.82 eV per O* and −0.40 eV per
OH*) at 1.23 V versus RHE (Supplementary Fig. 15), surface
oxygen vacancies in the O2-saturated electrolyte are filled
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preferentially by O2 rather than by OH−. The filling of surface
vacancies with O* rather than OH* allows the oxygen intercalation
to proceed through an O–M–OOH intermediate rather than O–M–
OH (step 3 instead of step 1 in Fig. 4b,d), rendering the faster
kinetics observed in the O2-saturated electrolyte. Further support
for the deprotonation being decoupled from electron transfer
comes from the observation that the oxygen intercalation
kinetics become more sluggish in the O2-saturated electrolyte
when decreasing the pH from 14 to 13 (Supplementary Fig. 16).

The proposed OER mechanisms in Fig. 4g,h used to explain
lattice oxygen oxidation and the pH-dependent OER kinetics of
highly covalent oxides bridge between the conventional OER
mechanism11,12,14,15 of metal oxides and those reported for electro-
deposited oxide films17,28,48. Oxygen exchange is shown to
participate in the OER of Co–Pi films electrodeposited in
Co2+-phosphate-containing electrolytes under neutral conditions via
18O-isotopic labelling28,48, while no pH-dependence of OER kinetics
on the RHE scale is noted17,28, where proton-acceptor phosphate
species governs the kinetics of surface deprotonation28 to enable
high OER activity. Recent mechanistic studies of these catalysts
move beyond charge transfer steps on metal sites and propose the
involvement of oxygen redox chemistry mediated by oxygen holes
(that is, Co4+ described as Co3+ and a hole in the O states30 promotes
O–O bond formation) in OER kinetics, similar to the mechanisms
proposed here28,30,48. Further support for the synergy in the OER
mechanisms comes from the pH-dependent OER kinetics on the
RHE scale in basic solution reported for electrodeposited (Ni,Fe)
OOH film18, which has been attributed to deprotonation leading
to the formation of a negatively charged oxygenated intermediate
(‘active oxygen’) participating in the OER, as suggested by
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy18. Further studies are
required to understand the role of non-concerted proton–electron
transfer steps on the OER kinetics of electrodeposited oxide films
and highly covalent oxides and the nature of surface oxygen
participating in O–O bond formation (for example, terminal
oxygen, as proposed for electrodeposited films28,30,48, versus
bridging oxygen, for covalent oxides in this study).

In summary, by combining electrochemical characterization
with DFT studies, we have demonstrated that the bulk electronic
structure of transition-metal oxides, namely the metal–oxygen
covalency, not only governs the OER activity but also the reaction
mechanism. Specifically, we have shown that lattice oxygen can be
activated for the OER and promote new reaction pathways, in
addition to the classically studied mechanism on surface metal
sites. The OER on oxygen sites can be triggered when the Fermi
level becomes pinned to the top of the O 2p band for highly covalent
oxides, resulting in electronic states near the Fermi level with sub-
stantial O 2p character. Moreover, OER activities on the RHE
scale for perovskites with strong metal–oxygen covalency become
higher with increasing pH, indicating that non-concerted proton–
electron transfer steps are coupled to the activation of lattice
oxygen redox reactions. These new insights open new possibilities
for developing highly active catalysts using lattice oxygen redox pro-
cesses and non-concerted proton–electron transfer steps, bypassing
the design limitations of engineering catalysts under the conven-
tional mechanism, which involves only concerted proton–electron
transfer steps on surface metal ion sites.

Methods
Synthesis and bulk characterization. Perovskite La1−xSrxCoO3−δ (x = 0, 0.5 and 1)
and Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ were synthesized by a conventional solid-state route15,19. All
catalysts reported in this study are single-phase, as analysed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), with lattice parameters consistent with those reported previously
(Supplementary Table 1). XRD measurements were performed using a PANalytical
X’Pert Pro powder diffractometer in the Bragg-Brentano geometry using copper Kα

radiation, and data were collected using the X’Celerator detector in the 8–80°
window in the 2θ range. The specific surface area of each oxide sample was

determined using Brunauer, Emmet and Teller (BET) analysis on a Quantachrome
ChemBET Pulsar from single-point BET analysis performed after 12 h outgassing
at 150 °C (Supplementary Table 2). More details are provided in the
Supplementary Information.

Electrochemical measurements of OER activities. Electrodes used for CV and
galvanostatic measurements were prepared by drop-casting ink containing oxide
catalyst powder on a glassy carbon electrode (GCE), as described previously49.
The glassy carbon electrode surface (5 mm diameter) was loaded with
0.25 mgoxide cmdisk

−2 and a mass ratio of 5:1:1 of oxide catalyst:acetylene black carbon:
Nafion. We used an oxide:carbon mass ratio of 5:1 for the OERmeasurements, as the
specific OER activity estimated for oxide particles from such measurements agrees
well with that measured from well-defined epitaxial oxide thin-film surfaces of
comparable oxide chemistry48. Electrochemical measurements were performed with
a rotating disk electrode set-up using a glass electrochemical cell with Ag/AgCl
reference electrode and Pt counter electrode. The potential was controlled using a
Biologic VSP-300 potentiostat. Ohmic losses were corrected by subtracting the
ohmic voltage drop from the measured potential, using the electrolyte resistance
determined by high-frequency a.c. impedance, where iR-corrected potentials are
denoted as E – iR (i as the current and R as the electrolyte resistance). Rotating ring
disk electrode (RRDE) measurements were performed on a GCE disk and a Pt ring
held at 0.4 V versus RHE. RRDE measurements of SrCoO3−δ in Ar-saturated
1 M KOH (Supplementary Fig. 17) revealed that oxygen was detected only at
potentials higher than ∼1.5 V versus RHE and thus the currents measured at lower
potentials are not related to OER but rather to oxygen intercalation upon oxidation
of SrCoO3−δ (that is, filling of oxygen vacancies in the oxide). More details are
provided in the Supplementary Information.

Online electrochemical mass spectroscopy. OLEMS experiments50 were performed
using an EvoLution mass spectrometer system (European Spectrometry Systems).
Volatile reaction products were collected from the electrode interface by a small inlet
tip positioned close (∼10 μm) to the electrode surface using a micrometric screw
system and a camera. More details are provided in the Supplementary Information.
The electrochemical cell used for these experiments is a two-compartment cell with
three electrodes, with a gold wire as counter electrode and a reversible hydrogen
electrode as the reference electrode. The working electrode was prepared in a
comparable manner to that used for OER activity measurements but on a gold disk
electrode (4.6 mm diameter) and with an oxide loading of 0.25 mgoxide cmdisk

−2 with
no carbon. We used oxide-only electrodes on Au in the OLEMS measurements to
avoid any corrosion currents associated with carbon such as oxidization of carbon to
form CO and CO2, as shown previously51,52. The OER activities measured for
OLEMS measurements without iR correction were in good agreement with those
from RDE measurements with iR correction (Supplementary Fig. 2). Moreover, the
gold electrode was shown to have no OER activity within the potential range used for
the OLEMS measurements (Supplementary Fig. 18). Pristine electrodes were
oxidized for 10 min in 0.1 M KOH made with 18O-labelled water (GMP standard
from CMR, 98% 18O) at 1.6 V versus gold counter electrode (no gas bubbling), to
label them with 18O (18O labelling currents are provided in Supplementary Fig. 19).
Electrodes were then rinsed with 16O water to remove H2

18O and measured in 0.1 M
KOH solution of H2

16O at 2 mV s–1 for two cycles (no gas bubbling). Because
samples were rinsed with 16O water after 18O-labelling, it is unlikely that 18O species
(for example, OH* or H2O) adsorbed on the oxide surface contributed substantially
to the observed 16O18O or 18O18O signal, especially for oxides with a high Co
oxidation state. Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ , which transforms amorphous cobalt–iron-
containing oxyhydroxides in bulk during OER36,37, had markedly different OLEMS
data (Supplementary Fig. 1) from LaCoO3, La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ , Pr0.5Ba0.5CoO3−δ and
SrCoO3−δ particles, which remained stable upon OER19,40. Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ

had monotonically increasing lattice oxygen (18O18O) signals in the positive-going
and negative-going scans, confirming bulk oxide decomposition. Moreover, the tip
in the open OLEMS set-up used in this study detects 32O2 not only from OER but
also from the atmosphere. This contribution from the atmosphere in the 32O2

detected is evident from Supplementary Table 3, where the amount of 32O2 is nearly
identical for all four oxides studied. We therefore chose not to include 32O2 data in
Fig. 2. Each oxide was examined by OLEMS measurements of two to four different
electrodes, and the results of different electrodes were comparable, generating error
bars for OLEMS data analysis such as the 18O/16O ratio in Supplementary Figs 4 and
5 and Supplementary Table 3. Multiple OLEMS measurements of SrCoO3−δ

(Supplementary Fig. 20) and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (Supplementary Fig. 3) are
provided in the Supplementary Information as examples.

DFT studies. DFT calculations with Hubbard U (Ueff = 3.3 eV) correction20,53 for
the Co 3d electrons were performed with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP)54,55 using the projector-augmented plane-wave method56. Exchange-
correlation was treated in the Perdew-Wang-91 generalized gradient approximation
(GGA)57. Fully relaxed stoichiometric bulk perovskite calculations were simulated
with 2 × 2 × 2 perovskite supercells. The double perovskites were simulated based on
the reported ordered structures within the 2 × 2 × 2 perovskite supercell. Both
O 2p-band and metal 3d-band centres were determined by taking the weighted mean
energy of the projected density of states of O 2p and metal 3d states (both occupied
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and unoccupied states) relative to the Fermi level. We used a symmetric slab
cut along the (001) direction as a model for the (001) MO2 terminated surface
and (2 × 2) surface supercells. The thermodynamic approaches for calculating the
OER free energy profiles are described in ref. 44. For more details see
Supplementary Information.

Data availability. The original data for Figs 1– 5 in this manuscript are available
from https://figshare.com/s/286742731dfc47a8f1c1. Other data sets generated
during and/or analysed during the current study are available from the
corresponding author on reasonable request.
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In our Article we reported direct experimental evidence for the involvement of lattice oxygen redox chemistry in the perovskite- 
catalysed oxygen evolution reaction (OER). We would like to cite an Article1 that was published prior to ours that readers should be 
aware of. The Article reports the OER activities of a series of cobaltite perovskites (La1−xSrxCoO3−δ), and its authors rationalize the high 
activities for materials with x > 0.4 through the participation of lattice oxygen in the OER mechanism, a hypothesis that is supported by 
density functional theory.
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